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QUESTION 1

You are planning to give a presentation on Microsoft Dynamics AX to your development team. What should you state as
an advantage of creating and using labels? 

A. decreases database references 

B. provides multi-language and translation support 

C. reduces the number of pointers 

D. duplicates the value throughout the database 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You are developing a form that allows users to update an order status. You create a table named Tablel that you will
use as a data source for this form. 

You want to include a radio-button style selection so that the end user can choose between three different order
statuses: "Canceled", "Delivered", "Processing". 

What should you add to Table1 so that you can add the radio button selection to the form? 

A. three different string fields that represent each order status 

B. three different Extended Data Types (EDTs) of type string with each order status 

C. a Boolean data type with values that represent each choice 

D. a base enumeration with three elements that represent each order status 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You create a privilege to maintain vendor information. 

To which two elements can you add the privilege? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. policies 

B. roles 

C. duties 

D. permissions 

Correct Answer: BC 
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QUESTION 4

You are writing a function "SumOflnt(n)" that returns the sum of numbers from 0 to n as shown in the following exhibit: 

SumOflnt(l) = 0 + 1 = 1 

SumOflnt(2) = 0+1 + 2 = 3 

SumOflnt(n) = 0 + 1 + ... (n-1) + n 

The function prototype is the following: public static int SumOflnUint n) 

{ 

} 

Which two functions return the correct answer? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. public static int SumOflnt(int n) { int total = O; int i = O; do { I++; total = total + i; } while (i 

B. public static int SumOfInt(int n) { int total = 0; int i = 0; while(i 

C. public static int SumOflnt(int n) { int total = 0; int i = O; do { i++; total = total + i; } while (i
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